DELEGATE REVIEW

YEAR ONE

“A lot covered
in a short
space of time which I
enjoyed”
Housing association

DELEGATE REVIEW
(November 2019)

A summary review of the four Low Carbon Homes
events of 2019, based on registration and post-event
online survey data.

“Nice to attend such an event with people passionate
about their work and without the sales pitch”
Local Authority, Housing Standards Officer

“I really appreciated the range of speakers and the serious
attempt to ‘join-the-dots’ of a challenge which is far from simple”
MD, Architect and Urban Design practice

DELEGATE REVIEW
Year one summary:
•

format, content and value highly appreciated by targeted regional influencers

•

strong levels of delegate engagement

•

consistent interest in technological solutions

•

very high levels of delegate satisfaction and advocacy

•

delegates leave event ready and willing to take immediate action

•

on-going analysis, assessment and review of format and content will result in continual event
development

DELEGATE PROFILE
2019 Low Carbon Homes:
Dorset, Brighton, Ipswich, Manchester

“It was a really
good event, we
had loads of
interest in our
stand, and there
was a great mix
of delegates”

Manchester

Architect
Consultant
Contractor
Energy assessor

Ipswich

Industry organisation
Installer/engineer
Local Authority
Brighton

Manufacturer/Supplier

Private landlord
Social Landlord/ALMO
Surveyor

Dorset

Other

Heat Pump manufacturer
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DELEGATE PROFILE

“The event is
spot on. Love the
regional feel to
it.”
Energy storage expert

DELEGATE PROFILE

“This is the second
Low Carbon Homes
event I have been
to and each time it
has sparked
something”
Contractor

(aggregated)

DELEGATE COUNTS
DORSET
72 attendees
BRIGHTON
87 attendees

IPSWICH
64 attendees
MANCHESTER
205 attendees

Reasons for attendance
DORSET

BRIGHTON

IPSWICH

MANCHESTER

Satisfaction levels
• How satisfied were you that these
objectives were met?*

*Note: survey question was revised after
SW edition, resulting in not directly
comparable data

DORSET

BRIGHTON

IPSWICH

MANCHESTER

Advocacy
• How likely is that you would recommend Low
Carbon Homes to a colleague or friend?*

*Note: survey question was revised after
SW edition, resulting in not directly
comparable data

DORSET

BRIGHTON

IPSWICH

MANCHESTER

Workshops
• If you attended a workshop, which one
was of most value to you?
DORSET

BRIGHTON

IPSWICH

MANCHESTER

Host partner awareness*

*Note: comparable survey question was not
asked at events in Ipswich and Manchester

Host partner question*
If you have not already done so, what is preventing you from
undertaking energy efficiency and/or renewable energy works on your
own home?

*Note: Manchester only

Delegate actions as a result
of attendance (extract of actual submissions)
•

undertaking the AECB retrofit course researching party offerings on retrofit and climate change adaption

•

Push for heat pumps in design stage whenever possible

•

Thinking about how we might incorporate some of the ideas discussed on the day into our own low carbon strategy

•

contacting presenters for further information on our own carbon reduction targets and how we can achieve them via data capture and the technology

•

possibly hosting future event in Liverpool

•

Follow up contacts and make a point to drive into the local supply chains

•

Suggesting speakers to the Centre for Alternative Technology. Doing more on the optimisation of heating systems. Think further on retrofitting my house as a landlord

•

Appraisal of existing stock, costing heat pump schemes, pressure on council for clarity on strategy to meet 2030 zero carbon target

•

Going through Zero Carbon Hub information and other sources mentioned.

•

Raising general awareness with our Clients to try and influence design proposals.

•

As I didn't attend the workshop I will be making contact with the Carbon Co-Op to understand their model in more detail and how to achieve a deep house retrofit. The
contacts from the event are really valuable to us. I am now already asking questions about when the council is phasing out gas boiler replacements and how we can start
adopting good practice on retrofitting.

•

Attending similar events

•

Commitments to PAS 2035, Building passports, Medium term retrofit plans, Energy assessments , building performance modelling, providing the highest quality of information,
strategy, production methods and quality control.

•

I will consider attaining a ground source heat pump for my home!

•

We are already working on several Low Carbon schemes and the information provided at the event embeds this further and offered important advice and contacts.

•

Rethinking some aspects of the Irish market.

•

I hope to follow up with a few contacts to find out more about their particular projects and approaches and see whether there is either opportunity to work together in the
future or develop something from their experience.

•

Connect with colleagues and suppliers with regards to technologies etc.

Delegate actions as a result
of attendance (extract of actual submissions)
•

Selling ASHP made easier with the info i collected

•

speak to our Energy team about funding towards Ground Source heat pumps for those properties that are off grid and for HMO's.

•

Advise customers

•

To try to implement the knowledge learned and to also pass it onto other installers so as to raise standards thought the industry

•

I will be recommending the companies for Ground Source Heat Pumps. I will fit the boiler optimisation stuff in my house and recommend it.

•

I will look closely at retrofit implementation into existing oil/gas boiler installations and sizing of radiators in particular and the heat loss from the fabric of the building

•

Promoting ground source heat pumps within organisation. Looking to improve gas heating specification.

•

Turned the heat of my combi boiler down

•

Ability to inform clients of new technologies available.

•

Continue to ask home-owners to look at the bigger picture to maximise carbon savings.

•

Now speaking with David Walton to see if we can bring low Carbon' Heat Pump awareness locally to Suffolk.

•

Following up the useful contacts I made and utilising my new knowledge when discussing the subject with others.

•

I will be better equipped to recommend relevant strategies to my clients

•

I made some contacts at the event that I will be following up. I will also be following up with some of the suppliers present.

•

Looking at possible changes to currently policies, to include non fossil fuel-based systems of heating and hot water, rather than sticking with gas and oil.

•

Following up the useful contacts I made and utilising my new knowledge when discussing the subject with others.

Delegate actions as a result
of attendance (extract of actual submissions)
•

As a domestic energy assessor, it has given me a better understanding regarding Heat pumps and the ability to recommend them to my clients

•

More engagement with clients with view to energy saving measures.

•

I am going to change a part on my boiler and now have further information to pass to clients. Try pressing my accreditation scheme for answers regarding the future of EPCs and their
inadequacies. Not that there's any point as they never answer a question

•

Heating system optimizing

•

Continue following the companies which presented

•

Looking in to how to push forwards with all the energy efficiency measures. Trying to personally step up, while working out how our business can step up.

•

Updating colleagues on changes to carbon factor for electricity

•

Assess our options for our housing stock, looking particularly at if and how heat pumps could be used.

•

look at system optimisation further

•

very useful to learn about forthcoming plans, and new technologies coming forwards

•

Further discussions re. heat pump installs and some contacts on ECO funding

•

Ensue I will understand and try and get more of an understanding of Heat Pumps and looking at non-polluting products. Also As discussed I think it’s vitally important to collaborate
between different technologies.

•

i will devise a programme of retro-fit works taking a whole house approach for our council housing stock

•

Further investigation into heat pumps. Very interesting tech.

•

following up on contacts made and sharing information with partners

•

Using the GSHPA to facilitate a major retrofit of a heat pump to a large housing scheme in Brighton.

•

reviewing projects where we are retrofitting existing housing stock to make sure we are at best practice

•

As a DEA in giving advice to my customers I will be taking a more holistic informed approach and conduct further research into renewables

•

investigating heat pumps for heat networks

•

Like before the workshops were brilliant and informative

Delegate actions as a result
of attendance (extract of actual submissions)
•

Trying to get more use of Heat Pumps and ensure more commission time for heating systems. Probably need to look at own heating system!

•

Discussing with colleagues

•

To be more aware of what I am installing

•

incorporate what was learned into surveys

•

Pass on knowledge to prospective client/renovators

•

To pass on best practices and educate my clients to improve their carbon footprint by recommending energy products suitable for their lifestyle

•

continuing with low energy (carbon) design (already involved with Passivhaus)

•

I will encourage all my colleagues around the country to attend a future meeting in their area - I've already advised Mike Gibber (London area) that he should go

•

Passing on the knowledge I obtained

•

meeting up with Low Carbon Dorset Colleagues and Energiesprong

•

Ensuring existing heating systems are working efficiently

•

Monitor closely the development and release of SAP 10 and related developments in regulation and government incentives

•

Using the information at work and applying it to my own home

•

further research on various topics

•

Reflection of best practice and upcoming technology in new home planning and management of existing portfolio

•

Attend future events provided they are not too far from my sphere of operations

•

Learning more about micro energy grids

2020 Plans
“We’re looking
forward to
continuing the rollout of events across
the UK and are ontrack to serve each
sub-region annually
from 2021.”

Glasgow, June

Manchester, tbc
TBC
TBC
Norwich, May

TBC

TBC

Graham Lock – Founder,
Low Carbon Homes

Portsmouth, October

Graham Lock
Founder

07917 847552
graham@cogentevents.com

